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Abstract:

Simulated scalar feed horns are capable of giving radiation characteristics of identical metallic
corrugated feed horns. The impedance matching tapered throat profile of these horns is provided to the interior
side of the E- plane walls. In the present study, by avoiding the abrupt angular variation caused by the interior
tapered profile structure at the throat region, the possibility of obtaining better impedance matching is explored
by giving the tapered throat profile to the exterior side of the E-plane walls. The radiation characteristics of the
new horn are analyzed by comparing its radiation characteristics with that of an identical horn with interior
throat profile structure. Though considerable improvement is not achieved in return-loss characteristics,
improvements in side lobe, back lobe levels and gain are achieved.
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I.

Introduction

Metallic corrugated horn antennas, by virtue of its radiation characteristics, [6] are found to be
excellent feeds for large reflector antennas. The main disadvantages of these antennas are their high production
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Fig.1. E-Plane view of the horn HI with interior throat tapering profile, horn HE with exterior throat tapering
profile and their design details.
cost, heavy weight and tedious fabrication process. Alternate feed horns which simulate all the radiation
characteristics of metallic corrugated horn antennas are reported [ 2,4,5 ]. However, in simulated scalar feed
horns, [5] the tapered impedance matching profile was given to the interior of the E-plane walls. In the present
paper, to explore further improvement in impedance matching and radiation characteristics, the tapered throat
profile is given to the exterior side of the E-plane walls of the horn. For analysis, the radiation characteristics of
the present horn (horn HE) are com compared with that of an identical horn (horn HI) with interior tapered
throat profile. The E-plane view of horn HI with interior throat profile, horn HE with exterior throat tapering
profile and their design details are shown in figure.1.

II.

Design details of horn HE

The horn HE is a square pyramidal horn with aperture dimensions a 1 = b1= 5.9 cm. The E and H-plane
slant lengths are ρE = ρH = 12.8 cm. The corresponding semi flare angles in the above planes are ΨE = ΨH = 250.
At the throat region, after 1 cm metalized portion, the dielectric thickness (h 1) is λ/2√Ɛr-1. This tapers to h 2 =
λ/4√Ɛr-1 at the point P. From the point P to the aperture of the horn, the thickness is kept constant at λ/4√Ɛr-1
so that balanced hybrid mode is satisfied at 8.4 GHz. The a/d value is kept at 0.5.

III. Experimental Results
The variations of the return-loss of the two horns HI and HE with frequency are compared in figure 2.
The comparative study shows that the abrupt angular variation caused by the interior tapered throat profile
structure at the throat region of the horn HI is not degrading its return-loss characteristics as expected. In the
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entire x-band of frequency, the maximum return-loss level exhibited by the horn HI is -19.2 dB, whereas by the
horn HE is -18.6dB.

Fig.2. the variations of the return-loss of the two horns HI and HE with frequency.
_______ Horn HE
-------------------- Horn HI
The typical E-plane radiation patterns of the horns HI and HE at different frequencies are shown in
figure 3.
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Fig .3. The typical E-plane radiation patterns of the horns HI and HE at different frequencies
_______ Horn HE
-------------------- Horn HI
The variation of side lobe levels and back lobe levels with frequency of both the horns is shown in
figures 4 and 5. At the design frequency, both the horns HI and HE exhibits very low side lobe levels. As
frequency increases, the side lobe levels of the two horns are found to be increasing. However, at higher
frequencies, in the radiation pattern of horn HI, the presence of shoulder lobes are observed. The level ofthe
shoulder lobes are found to be increasing with frequency. At 11 GHZ, the observed shoulder level of this horn is
– 3.2 dB and it is increased to – 1.25 dB at 12 GHz. Though the side lobes of the horn HE are also increasing
with frequency, such shoulder lobes are not observed in its radiation patterns. At higher frequencies, even
though it shows “a bottle-neck nature” (BNN) in its radiation patterns, the 3 dB beam widths are found to be
reduced. The BNN nature of the patterns may be due to the merging of shoulder lobes with the main lobe. The
H-plane radiation patterns of both the horns are found to be identical to that of a conventional horn of same
dimensions.

Fig.4. The variation of side lobe levels with frequency of both the horns HI and HE
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Fig.5. The variation of back lobe levels with frequency of both the horns
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For both the horns, throughout the frequency range, the expected beam symmetry is not observed. Compared to
horn HI, horn HE shows a better back lobe characteristics. The frequency response of cross-polarization of both
the horns is presented in figure 6. At the design frequency, horn HI shows better characteristics than the horn
HE. Abovedesign frequency, both the horns show almost same -25 dB cross-polarization characteristics.

Fig.6. the variation of cross-polar levels with frequency of both the horns
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The variation of 3-dB beam width of both the horns is shown in figure 7. In the entire frequency range
of interest, the 3-dB beam width of the horn HE is gradually decreasing with frequency. But in the case of horn
HI, from 8.4 GHz to 10.8 GHz its 3-dB beam width is decreasing with frequency and above 10.8 GHZ, it is
found to be increasing. The large beam widths at higher frequencies are attributed to the shoulder lobes of the
radiation patterns.

.
Fig.7. The variation of 3-dB beam width with frequency of both the horns HI and HE
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The variation of 10-dB beam width with frequency of both the horns are presented in figure.8.In this
casealso, up to 9.8 GHz, both the horns HI and HE show a decrease in beam width with frequency

Fig.8.The variation of 10-dB beam width with frequency of both the horns HI and HE
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and above this frequency, the beam widths are increasing considerably.
The frequency response of gain of the horns is presented in figure 9. As expected, in the lower part
of the frequency band horn HI shows better gain characteristics than the horn HE whereas in the upper part the
horn HE shows gain improvement.

IV.

Conclusion.

From the detailed comparative study of the radiation characteristics of the horn HI with interior tapered
throat profile structure and the horn HE with exterior tapered throat profile structure, it is under stood that , the
return loss characteristics of the horn HI is not seriously affected by the abrupt angular change at the throat
region. However, compared to horn HI, the horn HE shows considerable improvements in radiation
characteristics such as side lobe and back lobe levels. The -25 dB cross-polarization level of the horn HE is also
almost identical to the horn HI. Due to the absence of shoulder lobes, compared to horn HI, the horn HE shows a
gradual variation in its 3-dB and 10-dB beam widths with frequency. Except in the lower edge of frequency band
of study, horn HE exhibits gain improvement than horn HI.
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